
DEMO FallDominoes-BlueCopperSkulls

Demo Falling Dominoes, Blue Copper Skulls set
This is a set of four dominoes with falling scripts and sounds from the public library.  The textures
have been created for them and sold as resell.  The full sets include Double Sixes and Double
Nines with three extrea Jokers.  The dominoes are for falling only.  Touching them makes them
physical and fall or drop.  They will reset in a few seconds and return to the positions you placed
them in.  

You can poy these all you wnt and make larges sets of patterns to push over.   There is also a set of Domino Balls that can 
go with these dominoes.  Same scripts and sounds, just in the round.  The balls can be set on the flat dominoes and they will
fall and roll when hit or dropped.  

FEATURES
• 4 dominoes from double sixes set

• includes a joker domono

• Skulls on Blue and Copper Metal

• Backing is fractaled wood and skulls.

The artwork is from the Union Suns and Moons Artwork.

The items can be seen at the Milda locaions. 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/129/156/51. 

TOS
Copyable products can be redelivered. If you lose your
items, both the SL Marketplace and CasperVend systems
can redeliver your purchase.

UNPACKING CASPERVEND
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show
up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez the box and
open it to copy to your inventory.  Since there are no copy permissions, you'll get a message that they have to move to 
inventory.  There is a Sandbox on the Milda shops.

UNPACKING SL MARKETPLACE
Markerplace purchases most likely will not be boxed and can be viewed in the contents tab on the product page.  Those 
items will go to your Received Items Folder in your Inventory.  Items with no copy permissions, will move in and out of 
inventory as you rez them and take them back.  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The TCGWS project homepage is http://sl.thunderchild.net and the Artist's hompage is http://thunderchild.net.  Special 
arrangments and designs are availably by contacting the artist in-World (Thunderchild Allen aka AJ Leibengeist).

AVAILABILITY
This product is available in Second Life (SL).
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